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OPENING LEGAL SUBMISSIONS ON BEHALF OF WORKING STYLE 

PROPERTIES LIMITED, DAYEON PROPERTIES LIMITED AND NEURO 

SCIENCES CENTRE LIMITED (INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL 

CHAPTERS) 

INTRODUCTION 

1 These legal submissions are provided on behalf of Working Style 

Properties Limited (Working Style), Dayeon Properties Limited 

(Daeyon) and Neuro Sciences Centre Limited (Neuro Sciences). 

2 Working Style owns the property at 242 Papanui Road (the site) 

from which it operates a high end clothing retail store from the 

ground floor.  An independent office activity occupies the first floor 

of this building.  

3 Working Style’s original premises were located within the red zone 

of the CBD at 668a Colombo Street.  The site has Temporary 

Accommodation approval to accommodate Working Style, and they 

have been in operation since July 2012.1  

4 Working Style’s original submission sought rezoning for the site to 

the Commercial Fringe Zone.  As that zone is no longer proposed 

within the proposed District Plan, Working Style instead seeks the 

Commercial Core zoning be applied to its site.  Daeyon own the 

properties at 222A Papanui Road/3 McDougal Avenue. The 

properties are currently used for short term residential 

accommodation ranging from a few days to several weeks.   

5 The Dayeon properties are the only remaining ones (as they front 

Papanui Road between McDougal Avenue and Murray Place) being 

used for some form of residential purpose.  All other properties 

within this block have already been redeveloped to provide for non-

residential activities, including health facilities and small commercial 

businesses.  

6 Neuro Sciences was granted resource consent in October 2014 to 

establish and operate a specialist health facility at 256 Papanui 

Road.2  The specialists who will operate from the purpose built 

health facility once constructed are Neuro Surgery, Vascular Surgery 

and Cardiothoracic Surgery.  

7 The submitters are calling evidence from Mr Timothy Joll on 

planning issues.  

                                            
1  RMA92018392 and RMA92020715. 

2  RMA92025782 
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INDUSTRIAL AND COMMERCIAL PROPOSAL 

8 The Christchurch City Council is in agreement with Mr Joll that 

applying a commercial zoning over the sites is not inconsistent with 

the Central City Recovery Plan and the proposed District Plan 

objectives and policies which seek to ensure that suburban 

commercial growth does not occur at the expense of the central 

city.  

9 Further, this proposed zoning is consistent with the wider 

identification of the area around Merivale Mall as a ‘neighbourhood 

centre’.  Given the commercial nature of the site and the fact that it 

already functionally forms a part of the wider Merivale 

neighbourhood centre, the Commercial Core zone better reflects the 

land use and existing activities on the submitters’ sites and is more 

appropriate than a residential zoning.   

10 The rezoning is opposed by one neighbour, Mr Hughes, who 

appeared at the Residential Chapter hearing.  Mr Hughes opposes 

the rezoning on the basis that the Council’s provision of medium 

density residential zoning adequately provides for all existing 

businesses in the area.  Mr Hugues considers that these can 

operated in a manner consistent with residential dwellings and that 

the provision for commercial zoning in the notified plan is 

adequate.3  This has not been accepted by Mr Stevenson for the 

CCC.  Mr Stevenson’s conclusions are supported by the submitters.  

CONCLUSION 

11 Working Style, Daeyon and Neuro Sciences therefore request the 

Hearing Panel accepts the relief sought in their respective 

submissions and further submissions, including as amended through 

evidence.  

Dated:      22 May 2015 

 

 

_______________________________ 

JM Appleyard / BG Williams 

Counsel for Working Style Properties Limited 

                                            
3  Transcript, Residential Hearing, 22 April 2015, page 1503, lines 30 to 45.  


